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We present some case studies in constructive synthesis of sorting algorithms. In order
to synthesize some algorithms on tuples (like e. g. insertion-sort, merge-sort) we use
an approach based on proving. Namely, we start from the specification of the problem
(input and output condition) and we construct an inductive proof of the fact that for each
input there exists a solution which satisfies the output condition. The problem will be
reduced into smaller and smaller problems, the method will be applied like in a ”cascade”
and finally the problem is so simple that the corresponding algorithm (function) already
exists in the knowledge. The algorithm can be then extracted immediately from the
proof.

These experiments are paralleled with the exploration of the appropriate theory of
tuples. The purpose of these experiments is multi-fold: to construct the appropriate
knowledge base necessary for this type of proofs, to find the natural deduction inference
rules and the necessary strategies for their application, and finally to implement the
corresponding provers in the frame of the Theorema system.

The novel specific feature of our approach is applying this method like in a ”cascade”
and the use (as much as possible) of first order predicate logic because this increases the
feasibility of proving.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Mathematics is a technique of solving problems and the essence of mathematics is prov-
ing. By reasoning about the problems we obtain knowledge. This knowledge can be
managed for theory exploration and reasoning about the knowledge can be implemented
on computers.

In this paper we present some case studies on synthesis of sorting algorithms (like
e.g. insertion-sort, merge-sort). We use the constructive synthesis, but the method for
proving that we apply like in a ”cascade” is new. In chapter 4 we describe in general
the method and we apply this method like in a ”cascade” on the sorting algorithms, in
particular on the Insertion-Sort and on the Merge-Sort algorithms for tuples.

1.1 Theory Exploration

Mathematical theories (on computer or not) are built incrementally starting from a
set of axioms, definitions and by adding propositions which we check and prove. A
mathematical theory is expressed by the language, the knowledge base and the inference
rules. The language ”L” contains a set of predicate, function, and constant symbols.
The knowledge base ”KB” contains a set of predicate logic formulae over the language:
axioms, theorems, properties. The inference rules ”IR” are rules that describe the
reasoning system for the theory. The rules describe how to transform the current proof
situation into a new one.

Theory = 〈L,KB, IR〉

In [3], the author talks about automated theorem proving versus mathematical theory
exploration using computers and explains that automated theorem proving does not
mean only to prove a single theorem, it means that by making the proof we are doing
the process of exploring theory using computers. And he explains all the steps that one
should follow in the process of exploration using the Theorema system.
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1.2 Related work

Bruno Buchberger introduces some strategies for systematic theory exploration in a
bottom-up and in a top-down way, see [3]. In fact many of the definitions and assump-
tions from tuple theory which we use in this paper are developed in that research work.
Our previous work on bottom-up exploration of tuple theory is presented in [13].

Program synthesis in computational logic is a well studied field. For an overview
of several approaches that have been investigated see [2]. A tutorial on synthesis of
programs one can find in [19].

Deductive techniques for program synthesis are presented in [20] and techniques for
constructing induction rules for deductive synthesis proofs are presented in [8].

Bruno Buchberger introduces a method for algorithm synthesis, called ”lazy thinking”,
see [4] and also a model for theory exploration using schemes, see [5]. The ”lazy think-
ing” method is implemented in the TH∃OREM∀ system [7], see [6]. In this approach,
a “program schemata” (the structure of the solving term) is given to the synthesis pro-
cedure. In contrast, in our approach this schemata is also discovered by the procedure,
only the inductive principle of the domain is given. Another approach for automatize
the synthesis of logic programs was introduced in [17].

A case study on exploration of natural numbers based on schemes (a bottom-up ex-
ploration) is done in [14] and also the decomposition of natural numbers (top-down
exploration) in [11].

In [12] the author showed how to use program transformation techniques to develop
versions of six well-known sorting algorithms. For a classification of the sorting algo-
rithms see [18]. An alternative taxonomy to the one from [16] of the sorting algorithms
was introduced in [21].

The synthesis of sorting algorithms on tuples in higher order predicate logic, using the
”lazy thinking” method you can find in [10]. A case study on synthesis of the Merge-Sort
algorithm one can find in [22], [23].

In this paper we explore the Tuple Theory in a top-down way using a method for
proving in the context of constructive synthesis that is applied like in a ”cascade” to all
the reduced problems.

In contrast with the other existent case studies on sorting algorithms from literature,
in particular sorting of tuples, in our approach we use a different method for synthesize
the algorithms and the use as much as possible of first order logic. This method was first
introduced in 2008, for details see [9]. A case study of transforming recursive procedures
into tail recursive using this method of synthesis one can find in [1].

The process of constructing mathematical model, designing an algorithm and the
elaboration of a few versions using the Lisp program for the reverse of a list is done
in [15]. It starts from a problem that for all lists L there exists a list L′ such that
L and L′ are in the relation R. And all that we know is that there exists a function
R[L] with the property that L and R[L] are in the relation R. Then, he adds some
properties for the function R and he illustrates the characteristics of the program styles:
declarative, functional, tail recursive and imperative. So, when we write a program we
need to construct a mathematical model and to design an algorithm that is correct and
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efficient.

1.3 Structure of the paper

In chapter 2 we give a short introduction on exploration of Tuple Theory and on algo-
rithm synthesis.

In chapter 3 we present some case studies on synthesis of the insertion-sort and the
merge-sort algorithms in the case when we guess the witness during the proof. We
start from the specification of the problem (input and output conditions), generate a
conjecture, construct an inductive proof, guess the witness and then check the witness
in the goals. During the proof we add propositions into the knowledge base, prove them
and then use them in the proof. In this way we explore the appropriate theory of tuples.
This way of guessing the witness is helpful for the second case study on synthesis of
sorting algorithms on tuples that we present in chapter 4.

In chapter 4 we present in general the method that we apply for synthesize some
algorithms on tuples, in particular the insertion-sort and the merge-sort algorithms and
some experiments on synthesis of the insertion-sort and the merge-sort algorithms in the
case when we try to find the witness during the proof. We start from the specification of
the problem (input and output conditions), generate a conjecture, construct an inductive
proof and try to find the witness that satisfies the output conditions. During the proof
we add propositions into the knowledge base, prove them and then use them in the proof.
In this way we explore the appropriate theory of tuples.

In chapter 5 we present conclusions and future plans for research.
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Chapter 2
Exploration and Synthesis

2.1 Exploration of Tuple Theory

The Tuple Theory contains the language, the knowledge base and the inference rules:

The Language L contains a set of predicates, functions, constant symbols:

LT =
〈
〈IT , =〉, 〈^, Id〉, 〈〈〉〉

〉
,

where the predicates are: the unary predicate ”IT” that describes the type
of the objects from the theory (”IT” stands for ”Is Tuple”) and the binary
equality ”=” predicate; the functions are: the binary function ”^” that adds
an element at the beginning of a tuple and the unary identity ”Id” function
and as a constant we consider the empty tuple represented by 〈〉.

The Knowledge Base that contains a collection of known concepts, a collection of prop-
erties of the known concept and formulae that describe the known notions and the
relation between known concepts and new concepts. The new notions can be: new
concepts, new notions introduced by definitions, a collection of goals.

The inference rules are rules from predicate logic, rewriting rules and rules from the
dependent domain.

In our notation, 〈〉 represents the empty tuple, a ^ 〈〉 is a tuple having a single
element a, and a ^ X is the tuple having head a and tail X.

2.1.1 Bottom-up Exploration

In the bottom-up exploration we start from a set of axioms and at each step we introduce
new notions (definitions, propositions). This process is not very useful because at each
step we have to make a complete exploration, so our knowledge base is consistent, but
when we want to prove something we don’t use all the knowledge that we have, so we
can waste time.
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In more detail you can see the bottom-up exploration of Tuple Theory in the Theorema
system, see [7], in [13]. Starting from two axioms of ”generation” and ”unicity” add
propositions we built the entire Tuple Theory. All the new notions introduced are checked
with the ”Compute” command from the Theorema system and for proving propositions
there are used some of the existent provers from the system and the prover created for
the Tuple Theory, ”TuplesProverTM”.

2.1.2 Top-down Exploration

In the top-down exploration we start from a problem and we try to prove the solution.
Usually, this proof will fail because we do not have sufficient knowledge base and from
that, at each failing we introduce new notions (propositions) which we use in the next
proofs. After each failing proof we obtain a proposition that we consider true, we prove
it and we use it in the proof.

We repeat this process until we prove the goal. But there are cases when this process
does not finish.

2.2 Algorithm Synthesis

In program synthesis we deal with the problem of finding an algorithm starting from
a specification. The concern of program synthesis is to develop methods and tools
for mechanize or automate (parts of) the process of finding an algorithm that satisfies
the specification. Although constructive logic already gives comprehensive methods for
extracting algorithms from proofs, it is still a challenge to actually find such proofs for
concrete problems.

In program synthesis in computational logic we deal with the question ”Given a spec-
ification how can we find an executable program that satisfies the specification?”. The
specification (input and output conditions) is an expression from a certain language and
it has to describe what the program should do. The specification can be complete or
incomplete. If we have an incomplete specification then the automatization of the syn-
thesis process cannot be completely done. The specification, the developed program and
the relation(s) between them can all be expressed in the same logic.

2.2.1 Methods

There exist many different methods for synthesize programs like constructive synthesis,
deductive synthesis, schema-based synthesis, inductive synthesis. In constructive syn-
thesis we generate a conjecture from the specification, prove this conjecture and from the
proof extract the algorithm. In deductive synthesis we directly obtain the program by a
suitable transformation of the specification. In schema-based synthesis one use program
schemas that guide the entire process of synthesis. In inductive synthesis we induce the
program from an incomplete specification. For an overview of these several methods for
synthesize recursive programs in computational logic see [2].
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In this paper we use the constructive synthesis, but the method for proving that we
apply like in a ”cascade” is new. In chapter 3 we describe in general the method and the
way we apply this method like in a ”cascade” on the sorting algorithms, in particular
on the Insertion-Sort and on the Merge-Sort algorithm for tuples.

These experiments are paralleled with the exploration of the appropriate theory of
tuples. The purpose of these experiments is multi-fold: to construct the appropriate
knowledge base necessary for this type of proofs, to find the natural deduction inference
rules and the necessary strategies for their application, and finally to implement the
corresponding provers in the frame of the Theorema system.
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Chapter 3
Synthesis of Sorting Algorithms on
Tuples-the case when we guess the
witness

3.1 Description of the method

We start from the specification of the problem (input and output condition). Given the
Problem Specification:

Input: IF [X]
Output: OF [X,Y ]

guess the definition of F such that ∀
X:IF

OF [X, F [X]]. We use square brackets as in f [x]

for function application and for predicate application, instead of the usual round paran-
theses as in f(x). Also, the quantified formula above is a notation for: (∀X)(IF [X] =⇒
OF [X, F [X]]).

We prove ∀
X:IF

∃
Y
OF [X, Y ], either directly or using an induction principle (the choice

of the proof style and of the induction principle is not automatic).
Direct proof. We take X0 arbitrary but fixed (a new constant), we assume IF [X0]

and by proof we guess a witness T [X0] (a term depending on X0) such that OF [X0, T [X0]].
In this case, the algorithm is F [X] = T [X].

Inductive proof. Let us consider for illustration the head-tail inductive definition
of tuples and that the functions Head and Tail are in the knowledge base. Moreover, in
order for this induction scheme to be appropriate for our algorithm, one must have the
properties: IF [〈〉], and ∀

a
∀
X

IF [a ^ X]⇒ IF [X]. (That is: the input condition must hold

for the base case and for the inductive decomposition of the argument.)
Base case: We prove ∃

Y
OF [〈〉, Y ]. The proof succeeds if we guess a ground term C such

that OF [〈〉, C], and then we know that F [〈〉] = C.
Induction step: For arbitrary but fixed a and X0 (satisfying IF ), we assume ∃

Y
OF [X0, Y ]
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and we prove ∃
Y
OF [a ^ X0, Y ]. We Skolemize the assumption by introducing a new con-

stant Y0 for the existential Y . The proof succeeds if we guess a witness T [a, X0, Y0] (term
depending on a, X0, and Y0) such that OF [a ^ X0, T [a, X0, Y0]], and then we know that
F [a ^ X] = T [a, X, F [X].

Algorithm extraction: Finally the algorithm is expressed as:

F [X] =
{

C, ifX = 〈〉
T [Head[X], Tail[X], F [Tail[X]], ifX 6= 〈〉

Cascading. Assume that in the induction step above we cannot guess the correct
witness. The we can create the following new problem: “Given a, X, Y such that IF [X]
and O[X, Y ], guess a Z such that OF [a ^ X, Z].” That is, if we cannot guess an
appropriate term, we try to synthesize (by a possibly different induction principle) a
new function G[a, X, Y ] which does the job. This new problem looks more complicated,
but it is logically simpler, because the arguments fulfill more conditions, while the output
requirement is the same as before. This cascading principle can be repeated, and the
problem will be reduced into smaller and smaller problems until the necessary functions
are already in the knowledge base.

During the proof we discover propositions that we need for the proof in order to suc-
ceed. We prove these propositions and after that introduce them into the knowledge
and use them in the proof. We will not go into details in this paper for the process of
inventing propositions. We just remark that by adding propositions to the knowledge
base we explore the theory. Thus the process of proving is paralleled to the process of
exploring (building) the theory, and the case study presented here increases our experi-
ence in developing a reasonable theory of tuples for further practical applications and it
is a introductory step for the method and the case studies from chapter 4.
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3.2 Synthesis of INSERTION SORT

3.2.1 CASE I--when we know the function "Insertion"

We know the definitions "º", "dfo", "0", "IsSorted", see Appendix. 

and also the definition "Insertion":

DefinitionB"Insertion", any@a, b, XD,
Insertion@a, X\D = a\X\

Ha § bLï HInsertion@a, b\XD = a\ Hb\XLL
Ha > bLï HInsertion@a, b\XD = b\ Insertion@a, XDL

F

Problem Specification: 

             IInsertSort@X D : True
OInsertSort@X , Y D : X º Y

IsSorted@Y D
We generate the conjecture:

PropositionB"problem InsertionSort",

"
X

$
Y
P@X, YDF

where

P@X, YD : X º Y

IsSorted@YD
We prove the proposition "problem InsertionSort" by induction over X:

Base case: X=X\

          Prove $
Y
P@X\, Y D : $

Y

X\ º Y

IsSorted@Y D
          Witness guessed: Y=X\.
          So, we obtain �[X\]=X\.     (*)
          Prove 

X\ º X\
IsSorted@X\D

          This is true by the definition "º" and by the definition "IsSorted".

          

 Induction Step: 

          Assume: $
Y
P@X0, Y D: $

Y

X0 º Y

IsSorted@Y D. By Skolemization we know: 
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@ D
          P@X0, Y0D: X0 º Y0 HH1L

IsSorted@Y0D HH2L  and

          Prove: $
Y
P@a\ X0, Y D: $

Y

a\ X0 º Y

IsSorted@Y D  (G)
          Witness guessed: Y=Insertion[a, Y0D.
          So, we obtain �[a\ X0]=Insertion[a, Y0].       (**)

Prove:  P[a\X0, Insertion[a, Y0D]:   a\ X0 º Insertion@a, Y0D HG1 .1L
IsSorted@Insertion@a, Y0DD HG1 .2L 

Prove (G1.1) a\ X0 ª Insertion@a, Y0D  ñ
a 0 Insertion@a, Y0D HG1 .11L

X0 ª dfo@a, Insertion@a, Y0D HG1 .12L

For proving (G1.11) and (G1.12) the theory must contain the propositions:

PropositionB"IsElem in Insertion", "
a,X

Ha 0 Insertion@a, XDLF

PropositionB"The same elements in Insertion", "
a,X,Y

HHX º YLï HX º dfo@a, Insertion@a, YDDLLF

                    By the proposition "IsElem in Insertion" (G1.11) is proved.

                    By the proposition "The same elements in Insertion" (G1.12) is proved.

                    We will prove the propositions "IsElem in Insertion" and "The same elements

in Insertion" additionally, during the theory exploration.

                    

Prove (G1.2) IsSorted@Insertion@a, Y0DD

      The theory must contain the proposition:

PropositionB"Sorting using Insertion", "
a,X

HIsSorted@XDï IsSorted@Insertion@a, XDDLF

      By the proposition "Sorting using Insertion" our goal (G1.2) is proved.

      We will prove the proposition "Sorting using Insertion" additionally during the theory

exploration.           

    

      From (*) and (**) and by the transformation rule (X0öX , Y0ö�[X]) we obtain the

algorithm:

                                            "
a,X

∂ �@X\D = X\

�@a\ XD = Insertion@a, �@XDD
     

      This is the algorithm corresponding to "Insertion Sort" (InsSort):
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                               "
a,X

∂ InsSort@X\D = X\

InsSort@a\ XD = Insertion@a, InsSort@XDD

                               

     Prove  the  propositions  "IsElem in  Insertion",  "The  same  elements  in  Insertion"  and

"Sorting using Insertion":

               

     Prove "IsElem in Insertion":  "
a,X

Ha 0 Insertion@a, XDL

            We take a0 arbitrary, but fixed and we prove by induction over X:

            Base case: X=X\
                Prove: a0 0 Insertion@a0, X\D. This is true by the definition "Insertion".
           Induction Step:  X: b0 \ X0

                We assume: a0 0 Insertion@a0, X0D and 
                       prove:   a0 0 Insertion@a0, b0 \X0D (G2).
                    We prove this by case distinction using the definition "Insertion":

                         Case 1: a0 § b0

                                     Prove: a0 0 a0 \ Hb0 \X0L. This is true by the definition "0".
                         Case 2: a0 > b0

                                     Prove: a0 0 b0 \ Insertion@a0, X0D  (G3)
                    By definition "0" and by the fact that a0 ∫ b0 we can rewrite (G3) 

                    We must prove:  a0 0 Insertion@a0, X0D  that was our assumption

                    and we are done.

                                     

       Prove "The same elements in Insertion":

         "
a,X,Y

HHX ª YLîHX ª dfo@a, Insertion@a, YDDLL

       Take a0 arbitrary, but fixed and prove by induction over X.

       Base case: X=X\
                Prove "

Y

HHX\ º YLïHX\ º dfo@a0, Insertion@a0, YDDLL  (G)
                     Take Y0 arbitrary, but fixed and prove: 

                     HX\ º Y0LïHX\ º dfo@a0, Insertion@a0, Y0DDL (G1)
                     For proving (G1) we:

                     assume X\ºY0 (H1) and 
                     prove  X\ º dfo@a0, Insertion@a0, Y0DD  (G2).
                     By (H1) in (G2) we must prove X\ º dfo@a0, Insertion@a0, X\DD (G3)
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X\

X\ @ @ X\DD
                     By definition "Insertion" (G3) is  X\ º dfo@a0, a0 \ X\D (G4).            
                     By definition "dfo" this is X\ºX\ that is true by definition "º".                
       Induction Step: X: b0 \ X0

          Assume:  

          "
Y

HHX0 º Y LïHX0 º dfo@a0, Insertion@a0, Y DDLL (H2).
          By Skolemization we know:

          HX0 º Y0LïHX0 º dfo@a0, Insertion@a0, Y0DDL   (H3)
          Prove: "

Y

HHb0 \ X0L º Y Lï HHb0 \ X0L º dfo@a0, Insertion@a0, Y DDL    (G*)
                We prove (G*) by induction over Y:

                Base case: Y=X\
                       Prove HHb0 \ X0L º X\Lï HHb0 \ X0L º dfo@a0, Insertion@a0, X\DDL (G*1).
                       For proving (G*1)  we assume: Hb0 \ X0L º X\   (H2.1)    and
                       Prove: Hb0 \ X0L º dfo@a0, Insertion@a0, X\DD  (G*2).
                           By definition "Insertion" (G*2) is Hb0 \X0L º dfo@a0, a0 \ X\D (G*3).
                           By definition "dfo" we must prove: 

                           Hb0 \X0L ºX\ (G*4) this is true by (H2.1).
               Induction Step: Y: c0 \ Y0

                       Assume: HHb0 \X0L º Y0Lï HHb0 \X0L º dfo@a0, Insertion@a0, Y0DDL (H2.2)
                       Prove:

                    HHb0 \X0L º Hc0 \Y0LLïHHb0 \X0L º dfo@a0, Insertion@a0, c0 \Y0DDL (G*5).
                         For proving (G*5) we assume: Hb0 \X0L º Hc0 \Y0L (H2.3)  and
                              Prove: Hb0 \X0L º dfo@a0, Insertion@a0, c0 \Y0DD  (G*6)
                              We prove this by case distinction using the definition "Insertion":

                                Case 1: a0 § c0

                                    Prove: Hb0 \X0L º dfo@a0, a0 \ Hc0 \Y0LD (G*7).
                                    By the definition "dfo" this is: Hb0 \X0L ºHc0 \Y0L (G*8) that is

true by (H2.3).

                                Case 2: a0 > c0

                                    Prove: Hb0 \X0L º dfo@a0, c0 \ Insertion@a0, Y0DD (G*9). 
                                    By the def. "dfo" and by the fact that a0 ∫ c0  we have to prove: 

                                    Hb0 \X0L º c0 \ dfo@a0, Insertion@a0, Y0DD (G*10).
                                    By the proposition "Delete first occurence in Insertion" we obtain:

                                    Hb0 \X0L º c0 \Y0 (G*11) that is true by (H2.3).                                 
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H L
                 So, the proposition "The same elements in Insertion" is proved.

                 The theory must contain the proposition:

PropositionB"Delete first occurence in Insertion", "
a,X

Hdfo@a, Insertion@a, XDD = XLF

Prove "Delete first occurence in Insertion":

       We take a0 arbitrary, but fixed and prove by induction over X.

       Base case: X=X\
            Prove:   dfo[a0, Insertion[a0, X\]] = X\ (G1).
            By the definition "Insertion" we obtain:  dfo[a0, a0\X\]] = X\ (G1.1) 
            that is true by the definition "dfo".

       Induction Step: X: b0 \ X0

            Assume: dfo[a0, Insertion[a0, X0]] = X0 (H1) and

            Prove: dfo[a0, Insertion[a0, b0 \ X0]] = b0\X0   (G2).

                          We prove this by case distrinction using the definition "Insertion":

                          Case 1: a0 § b0

                                Prove: dfo[a0, a0\( b0 \ X0)] = b0\X0 (G3). 

                                This is true by the definition "dfo".

                          Case 2: a0 > b0  

                                Prove:  dfo[a0, b0 \Insertion[a0, X0]] = b0\X0   (G4).

                                By definition "dfo" we obtain: b0 \dfo[a0, Insertion[a0, X0]] = b0\X0

                                that is true by (H1).

     So, the proposition "Delete first occurence in Insertion" is proved.

 Prove "Sorting using Insertion":  "
a,X

HIsSorted@XDîIsSorted@Insertion@a, XDDL

                We take a0 arbitrary, but fixed and prove by induction over X:

                Base case: X=X\
                         Prove IsSorted[X\]ïIsSorted[Insertion[a0,X\]] (G1).
                         For proving (G1) we assume IsSorted[X\] (H1) and
                         prove IsSorted[Insertion[a0,X\]] (G1.1). 
                         By definition "Insertion" we must prove: IsSorted[a0\X\] (G1.2).
                         This is true by the definition "IsSorted".

                Induction Step: X: b0 \ X0

                         We assume: IsSorted[X0]ïIsSorted[Insertion[a0, X0]]  (H2) and

                         Prove: IsSorted[b0 \ X0]ïIsSorted[Insertion[a0, b0 \ X0]] (G2).

                              For proving (G2) we assume IsSorted[b0 \ X0]  (H3) and 
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                              Prove: IsSorted[Insertion[a0, b0 \ X0]] (G3).

                              From "property of sort", (H3) by Modus Ponens we know 

                              IsSorted@X0D (H4).
                                     From (H4) and (H2) by Modus Ponens we know

                                     IsSorted[Insertion[a0, X0]] (H5).

                              We prove (G3) by case distinction using the definition "Insertion":

                                     Case 1: a0 § b0

                                           Prove: IsSorted@a0 \ Hb0 \X0L] (G3.1)
                                           By definition "IsSorted" we have to prove 

                                           IsSorted[b0 \ X0] (G3.2)

                                           that was our assumption (H3).

                                     Case 2:  a0 > b0

                                           Prove: IsSorted@b0 \ Insertion@a0, X0D] (G3.2)
                                           By (H4), (H5) and by the definition "IsSorted" this is true.

                So, we proved the proposition "Sorting using Insertion".  

                The theory must contain the proposition:

PropositionB"property of sort", "
a,X

HIsSorted@a\XDï IsSorted@XDLF

Prove the proposition "property of sort": 

We take a0 arbitrary, but fixed and prove by induction over X:

   Base case: X=X\
         Prove IsSorted@a0 \ X\]ïIsSorted[X\] (G1).
         For proving (G1) we assume IsSorted@a0 \ X\] (H1) and
         prove: IsSorted[X\] (G1.1). This is true by definition "IsSorted".      
   Induction step: X: b0 \ X0

         Assume: IsSorted@a0 \X0Dï IsSorted@X0D (H2)   and
         prove: IsSorted@a0 \ Hb0 \ X0LDïIsSorted@b0 \ X0D (G2). 
         For proving (G2) we assume: IsSorted@a0 \ Hb0 \ X0LD (H3) and
         prove: IsSorted@b0 \ X0D (G3).
               By (H3) and the definition "IsSorted" we know:

                a0 § b0 (H3.1) fl IsSorted@b0 \ X0D (H3.2).
               So, (G3) is true by (H3.2).

  So, we proved the proposition "property of sort". 
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3.2.2. CASE II--when we do not know the function "Insertion" and 

we synthetise it

We know the definitions: "º", "dfo", "0", "IsSorted", see Appendix.

Reduced Problem 1:

Specification (X: a,T):

       IIns@a, TD : IsSorted[T]
     OIns@a, T , Y D : a\ T º Y

IsSorted@Y D
 Prove:

   "
T

P@TD   ó    "
T

"
a
KIIns@a, TDï$

Y
OIns@a, T , Y DO

   

 For proving we use the Induction Principle Head/Tail (Decomposition) 

 T: 
X\ HP@X\DL
b\ T HP@TDïP@b\ TDL

 We take a arbitrary, but fixed and we prove:

 

 Base case: T=X\

           Prove P[X\]: KIIns@a, X\Dï$
Y
OIns@a, X\, Y DO

                    Assume: IIns@a, X\D: IsSorted[X\]  (H1) and 
                    Prove: $

Y
OIns@a, X\, Y D: $

Y

a\ T º Y

IsSorted@Y D  (G1)
                    Guess witness Y=a\X\.
                    Thus, we obtain: Insertion[a, X\]= a\X\. (å)
                         Prove: OIns@a, X\, a\ X\D: a\ X\ º a\ X\ HG1 .1L

IsSorted@a\ X\D HG1 .2L
                         (G1.1) is true by the proposition "reflexivity in º".

                         (G1.2) is true by the definition "IsSorted".

                                                  

 Induction Step: T:b\T

          Assume: IIns@a, TDï$
Y
OIns@a, T , Y D that is: 

     IsSorted@TDï$
Y

a\ T º Y

IsSorted@Y D   (H1).                   
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@ D @ D
          Prove: IIns@a, b\ TDï$

Y
OIns@a, b\ T , Y D that is:

              IsSorted@b\ TDï$
Y

a\ Hb\ TL º Y

IsSorted@Y D     (G2)

              For proving (G2) we assume IsSorted[b\T] (H2) and

              Prove:  $
Y
(a\ Hb\ TL º Y Ï IsSorted@Y D) (G3). 

             By (H2) and by Proposition "property of sort" by Modus Ponens 

             we obtain IsSorted[T]. (H3)

             From (H3) and (H1) by Modus Ponens we know: $
Y

a\ T º Y

IsSorted@Y D (H4).

             By Skolem we know: 
a\ T º Y0 HH4 .1L
IsSorted@Y0D HH4 .2L

             We rewrite (H4.1) by definition "º" and we know:

                    

a 0 Y0 HH4 .12L
T º dfo@a, Y0D HH4 .13L
IsSorted@Y0D HH4 .2L

                                          

                 We have to prove (G3) that is $
Y

a\ Hb\ TL º Y HG3 .1L
IsSorted@Y D HG3 .2L 

                 by case distinction:

                 Case a£b

                      Guess witness Y =a\ Hb\ TL.
                       Thus, we obtain a§b ï Insertion[a, b\T]=a\(b\T). (åå)

                      Prove 
a\ Hb\ TL º a\ Hb\ TL HG* .1L
IsSorted@a\ Hb\ TLD HG* .2L 

                    HG*.1) is true by the definition "º" and by the property "reflexivity in º".

                HG*.2) is true by the definition "IsSorted", by the fact that a§b and by (H2). 

The theory must contain the propositions:

PropositionB"reflexivity in º", "
X

HX º XLF

PropositionB"Sorting II", "
a,b,X

HHIsSorted@b\XD Ï Hb 0 Hb\XLL Ï Ha § bLLï IsSorted@a\ Hb\XLDLF

PropositionB"property of sort", "
a,X

HIsSorted@a\XDï IsSorted@XDLF

PropositionB"order", "
a,b

HŸ Ha § bLLï Hb  aL
Hb  aLï Hb ∫ aL F
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                  Case b<a    (¬(a£b))

                        Guess witness Y=b\Y0.

                        Thus, we obtain a>b ï Insertion[a,b\T]=b\Y0. (ååå)

                        Prove: 
a\ Hb\ TL º b\ Y0 HG2 .1L
IsSorted@b\ Y0D HG2 .2L

                        (G2.2) is true by the Proposition["Sorting II"] because we know that 

                         b<a, a 0 Y0, IsSorted@Y0].
                        Prove (G2.1):  a\ Hb\ TL º b\Y0 .

                        By the definition "º" we must prove:

                                
a 0 Hb\ Y0L HG5 .1L

b\ T º dfo@a, b\ Y0D HG5 .2L 
                               In (G5.1) by the fact that a∫b (from proposition "order") and by the 

                               definition "0" we have to prove: a 0 Y0 (G5.3) that is true by (H4.12).

                                We must prove (G5.2): b\ T º dfo@a, b\ Y0D .
                                By definition "dfo" and by a∫b we must prove:

                                b\ T º b\ dfo@a, Y0D  (G5.4)
                                By property "dfo º" in (G5.4) we must prove:

                                T º dfo@a, Y0D (G5.41) that is true by (H4.13)
                                                        

               By (å), (åå), (ååå) and by the transformation rules (Y0öInsertion@a, TD) 
               we extract the algorithm:          

               "
a,b,T

Insertion@a, X\D = a\ X\

Insertion@a, b\TD = ∂ a\ Hb\TL í a £ b

b\ Insertion@a, TD, otherwise

                              

               The algorithm "Insertion" inserts an element on the correct position into a tuple

and the algorithm "�" is the algorithm for Insertion-Sort that returns the sorted tuple.

               Theory must contain the proposition:

PropositionB"dfo º", "
a,T,X

HHa\T º a\XLï HT ºXLLF

Prove the proposition  "dfo ª":

We take a, T, X arbitrary, but fixed.

Assume:   a\T º a\X   (H) and

Prove:   TºX (G).

     By definition "º" in (H) we know:  a 0 a\X  (H1)  fl  Tºdfo[a, a\X]  (H2).
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fl
     (H1) is a branch from the definition "0".

     (H2) by the definition "dfo" is: TºX. That is our goal. 

Prove the proposition "Sorting II":

 "
a,b,X

HHIsSorted@b\XDÏ Hb 0 Hb\XLL Ï Ha £ bLLîIsSorted@a\ Hb\XLDL

We take a,b arbitrary, but fixed and we prove 

"
X

HHIsSorted@b\ X D Ï Hb 0 Hb\ X LL Ï Ha § bLLïIsSorted@a\ Hb\ X LDL    (G)
We prove (G) by induction over X:

Base case: X=X\
            Prove: (IsSorted[X\] fl (b 0 (b\X\)) fl (a § b))ïIsSorted[a\(b\X\)] (G1)
            For proving (G1) we assume: 

            IsSorted[X\] (H1.1) fl (b 0 (b\X\)) (H1.2) fl (a § b)  (H1.3) and
                                                prove: IsSorted[a\(b\X\)] (G2). 
                                                This is true by (H1.3) and by definition "IsSorted".

Induction Step: X: c\X      

            Assume: (IsSorted[b\X] fl (b 0 (b\X)) fl (a § b))ïIsSorted[a\(b\X)] (H2) and

            Prove: (IsSorted[c\(b\X)] fl (b 0 (c\(b\X))) fl (a § b)) 
                         ïIsSorted[a\(c\(b\X))]  (G3).

            For proving (G3) we assume:  

               IsSorted[c\(b\X)] (H3.1) fl (b 0 (c\(b\X)))  (H3.2) fl (a § b) (H3.3)
               Prove: IsSorted[a\(c\(b\X))] (G4).   

                    By definition "IsSorted" we have to prove:

                    a§c (G4.1) and IsSorted[c\(b\X)] (G4.2).

                       (G4.2) is true because is identical with (H3.1).

                     By (H3.1) and by definition "IsSorted" we know: c§b (H3.4)

                     By (H1.3), by (H3.4) and by proposition "transitivity in §" we obtain a§c that

was our goal.                 

Theory must contain the proposition:

PropositionB"transitivity in §",

"
a,b,c

HHa § bL Ï Hb § cLï Ha § cLLF
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3.3 Synthesis of MERGE-SORT

3.3.1 CASE I---when we know the function "merge"

We know the definitions: "º", "dfo", "0", "IsSorted", "concatenation", see Appendix.

Problem Specification:
IMSort@X D : True
OMSort@X , Y D : X º Y

IsSorted@Y D
We start to prove the proposition: 

PropositionB"problem MergeSort",

"
X

$
Y
P@X, YDF

where

P@X, YD : X º Y

IsSorted@YD
For proving the problem we use an induction principle:

(P[X\] fl "
a
P[a\X\] fl "

A,B

((P[A] fl P[B])ïP[A ^ B]))) ï 

"
A,B

P@A ^ BD

Case 1 : X = X\

Prove $
Y
P@X\, Y D : $

Y

X\ º Y

IsSorted@Y D HG1L
Witness guessed : Y = X\.
So, we obtainM@X\D = X\. H * L
Wemust prove

X\ º X\ HG1 .1L
IsSorted@X\D HG1 .2L

HG1 .1L is true by the definition "º ".

HG1 .2L is true by the definition " IsSorted ".
Case 2 : X : a\ X\

Prove $
Y
P@a\ X\, Y D : $

Y

a\ X\ º Y

IsSorted@Y D HG2L
Witness guessed : Y = a\ X\.
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So, we obtainM@a\ X\D = a\ X\. H**L
Prove : P@a\ X\, a\ X\D : a\ X\ º a\ X\ HG2 .1L

IsSorted@a\ X\D HG2 .2L
HG2 .1L is true by the definition "º" and by the proposition "reflexivity in º ".

HG2 .2L is true by the definition "IsSorted".
Case 3: X : LP[X]^RP[X]

        We need to add in the knowledge base the following:

DefinitionB"Left part of a tuple", any@a, b, XD,
HLP@X\D = X\L

LP@a\X\D = a\X\
LP@a\ Hb\XLD = a\LP@XD

F

DefinitionB"Right part of a tuple", any@a, b, XD,
RP@X\D = X\

RP@a\ X\D = a\ X\
RP@a\ Hb\XLD = b\RP@XD

F

DefinitionB"Combine the parts of a tuple", any@a, b, X, YD,
G@X\, X\D = X\

G@a\X, X\D = a\X

G@X\, b\YD = b\Y

G@a\X, b\YD = Ì: a\G@X, b\YDìa § b

b\G@a\X, YDìotherwise
>
F

Consider A=LP[X], B=RP[X].

Our problem is reduced into proving the proposition: 

PropositionB"reduced problem MergeSort",

"
A,B

KK$
Y1

P@A, Y1DÌ $
Y2

P@B, Y2DOï$
Y
P@A ^ B, YDOF

Assume $
Y1

P@A, Y1D:$
Y1

A º Y1

IsSorted@Y1D   (H1)   and

               $
Y2

P@B, Y2D: $
Y2

B º Y2

IsSorted@Y2D       (H2) 

Prove: $
Y
P@A ^ B, YD that is $

Y

HA ^ BL º Y

IsSorted@Y D     (G1).
         Witness guessed is Y=G[Y1, Y2].

         So, we obtain M[A^B] = G[Y1, Y2] (***).

         Prove P[A ^ B, G[Y1, Y2]]. 
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1 2

         This is true by the definition "Combine the parts of a tuple".

         

         By  (*),  (**),  (***)  and  by  transformation  rules  (Y1öM@ADöM@LP@X DD,
Y2öM@BDöM@RP@X DD, A^B=X) we obtain the algorithm:

         "
a,X

M@X\D = X\

M@a\ X\D = a\ X\

M@XD = G@M@LP@XDD, M@RP@XDDD

  

3.3.2
CASE II--when we don't know the function "merge" and we 

synthetise it

               Reduced Problem 1:

               

               Specification:

                      Given Y1 and Y2  sorted, find Y such that:

"
IsSorted@Y1D
IsSortedAY2 E

$
Y
P@Y1 ^ Y2, YD : $

Y

HY1 ^Y2L º Y

IsSorted@YD

           We start to prove the proposition:

PropositionB"reduced problem Merge ",

"
Y1 ,Y2

$
Y
HHY1 ^Y2L º YÏ IsSorted@YDLF

using the induction principle:

P@X\, X\D Ì "
a,X

HP@X , X\DïP@a\ X , X\DL Ì

"
b,Y

HP@X\, Y DïP@X\, b\ Y DLÌ

"
a,b,X ,Y

HP@X , Y DïP@a\ X , b\ Y DL

ï "
X ,Y

P@X , Y D

We have 4 cases:

     1) Y1 : X\ and Y2 : X\
     2)  Y1 : a\ Y1 and Y2 = X\
     3)  Y1 : X\ and Y2 : b\ Y2
     4)  Y1 : a\ Y1 and Y2 : b\ Y2
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1 1 2 2

     

         Case 1) Y1 : X\ and Y2 : X\
                      Prove: $

Y
P@X\ ^ X\, Y D : $

Y

HX\ ^ X\L º Y

IsSorted@Y D   (G1)
                      Witness guessed is Y=X\.
                        Thus, we obtain G[X\,X\]=X\. (†)
                      Prove P[X\ ^ X\, X\]: HX\ ^ X\L º X\ HG1 .1L

IsSorted@X\D HG1 .2L 
                      (G1.1) by the definition "concatenation" is X\ºX\ (G1.12). 
                      This is true by the definition "º".

                      (G1.2) is true by the definition "IsSorted".

                                          

          Case 2) Y1 : a\ Y1 and Y2 : X\
                      We know that IsSorted@a\ Y1D.
                      Prove: $

Y
P@Ha\ Y1L ^ X\, Y D : $

Y

HHa\ Y1L ^ X\L º Y

IsSorted@Y D  (G2)

                      Witness guessed is Y=a\Y1.

                       Thus, we obtain G[(a\Y1), X\] = a\Y1. (††)
                      Prove P[(a\Y1) ^ X\, a\Y1]: HHa\ Y1L ^ X\L º a\ Y1 HG2 .1L

IsSorted@a\ Y1D HG2 .2L  
                      By definition "^" we must prove:

                      
Ha\ Y1L º a\ Y1 HG2 .11L
IsSorted@a\ Y1D HG2 .2L

                      (G2.11) is true by the definition "º" and by proposition "reflexivity in º".

                      Prove (G2.2):  IsSorted@a\Y1D  this is true because it was our assumption.

                      Theory must contain the proposition:

PropositionB"reflexivity in º", "
X

HX º XLF

Case 3L Y1 : X\ and Y2 : b\ Y2
We know that IsSorted@b\ Y2D.
Prove : $

Y
P@X\ ^ Hb\ Y2L, Y D : $

Y

HX\ ^ Hb\ Y2LL º Y

IsSorted@Y D HG3L
Witness guessed is Y = Hb\Y2L.
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Thus, we obtain G@X\, b\Y2D = b\Y2. H†††L
Prove P@X\ ^ Hb\Y2L, b\ Y2D : HX\ ^ Hb\Y2LL º b\Y2 HG3 .1L

IsSorted@b\Y2D HG3 .2L
By definition "^" wemust prove :

Hb\ Y2L º Hb\ Y2L HG3 .11L
IsSorted@Hb\ Y2LD HG3 .2L

HG3 .11L is true by the definition "º" and by proposition " reflexivity in º ".

HG3 .2L is true because it was our assumption.

     Case 4) Y1 : a\ Y1 and Y2 : b\ Y2 

               We know that IsSorted@a\ Y1], IsSorted@b\ Y2D
              

               Our problem is reduced to prove the proposition:

Proposition@"reduced problem Merge 2.1", any@a, b, Y1, Y2D,
HG@Y1, b\Y2D Ï G@a\Y1, Y2DLïG@a\Y1, b\Y2DD

              Where G@Y1, b\ Y2] is $
Z1

Y1 ^ Hb\ Y2L º Z1

IsSorted@Z1D
                          G@a\ Y1, Y2] is $

Z2

Ha\ Y1L ^ Y2 º Z2

IsSorted@Z2D
                          G@a\ Y1, b\ Y2] is $

Z

Ha\ Y1L ^ Hb\ Y2L º Z

IsSorted@ZD
We start to prove the proposition "reduced problem Merge 2.1".

We assume: $
Z1

Y1 ^ Hb\ Y2L º Z1

IsSorted@Z1D   (H1)  and  $
Z2

Ha\ Y1L ^ Y2 º Z2

IsSorted@Z2D   (H2)  

 By Skolem we know: 

      
Y1 ^ Hb\ Y2L º Z1 HH1 .1L
IsSorted@Z1D HH1 .2L           and      

Ha\ Y1L ^ Y2 º Z2 HH2 .1L
IsSorted@Z2D HH2 .2L

      

We prove: $
Z

Ha\ Y1L ^ Hb\ Y2L º Z

IsSorted@ZD   (G)

Witness guessed: Z = a\ Z1

We have to prove: 
Ha\ Y1L ^ Hb\ Y2L º a\ Z1 HG1 .1L
IsSorted@a\ Z1D HG1 .2L

By (H1.1) we must prove: 
Ha\ Y1L ^ Hb\ Y2L º a\ HY1 ^ Hb\ Y2LL HG1 .11L
IsSorted@a\ Z1D HG1 .2L

Prove (G1.11): Ha\Y1L ^ Hb\Y2L º a\ HY1 ^ Hb\Y2LL
           By the definition "concatenation" we must prove: 
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           a\ HY1 ^ Hb\Y2LL º a\ HY1 ^ Hb\Y2LL      (G1.12)
           This is true by the proposition "dfo º" and by the proposition "reflexivity in º".

Prove (G1.2): IsSorted@a\ Z1D
           By  proposition  "element  in  concatenation"  and  by  (H1.1)  we  know that  b 0 Z1

(H1.3).

           The theory must contain the propositions:

PropositionB"dfo º", "
a,T,X

HHa\T º a\XLï HT ºXLLF

PropositionB"element in concatenation",

"
a,A,B,C

HHA ^ Ha\BLL º CLï Ha 0 CL
HHHa\AL ^ BL º CLï Ha 0 CL F

          By (H1.2), (H1.3) iff a§b then we can use the proposition "Sorting II" and we obtain

IsSorted@a\ Z1D  that was our goal.
So, a£b î G@a\Y1, b\Y2D = a\ Z1  (&&&)

The theory must contain the proposition "Sorting II":

PropositionB"Sorting II", "
a,b,X

HHIsSorted@b\XD Ï Hb 0 Hb\XLL Ï Ha § bLLï IsSorted@a\ Hb\XLDLF

Case a>b

      We have to prove   $
Z

Ha\ Y1L ^ Hb\ Y2L º Z

IsSorted@ZD   (G)

      Witness guessed: Z = b\ Z2

      We have to prove: 
Ha\ Y1L ^ Hb\ Y2L º b\ Z2 HG2 .1L
IsSorted@b\ Z2D HG2 .2L

Prove (G2.1): Ha\ Y1L ^ Hb\ Y2L º b\ Z2

By (H2.1) we must prove: Ha\Y1L ^ Hb\Y2L º b\ HHa\Y1L ^ Y2L   (G2.11)
By the definition "concatenation" we must prove: 

                   a\ HY1 ^ Hb\Y2LL º b\ HHa\Y1L ^ Y2L   (G2.12)
By the definition "º" we must prove: 

                  
a 0 b\ HHa\ Y1L ^ Y2L HG3L

HY1 ^ Hb\ Y2LL º dfo@a, b\ HHa\ Y1L ^ Y2LD HG4L          

Prove (G3): a 0 b\ HHa\ Y1L ^ Y2L
           By the proposition "order" we know that a∫b (H1.4).

           By (H1.4) and by the definition "0" we must prove:

                    a 0 HHa\ Y1L ^ Y2L    (G3.1).
           By the definition "concatenation" we must prove: 

                    a 0 a\ HY1 ^ Y2L    (G3.2)
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H 1 2L
           This is true by the definition "0".

           The theory must contain the proposition:

PropositionB"order", "
a,b

HŸ Ha § bLLï Hb  aL
Hb  aLï Hb ∫ aL F

Prove (G4): HY1 ^ Hb\ Y2LL º dfo@a, b\ HHa\ Y1L ^ Y2LD
            By (H1.4) and by the definition "dfo" we must prove:

                     HY1 ^ Hb\ Y2LL º dfo@a, HHa\ Y1L ^ Y2LD     (G4.1)
            By the definition "concatenation" we must prove:

                     HY1 ^ Hb\ Y2LL º b\ dfo@a, a\ HY1 ^ Y2LD     (G4.2)
            By the definition "dfo" we must prove:

                        HY1 ^ Hb\ Y2LL º b\ HY1 ^ Y2L     (G4.3)
            This is true by the proposition "the same elements in concatenation".

            Theory must contain the proposition:

PropositionB"the same elements in concatenation",

"
a,X,Y

HX ^ Ha\YL º a\ HX ^ YLLF

Prove (G2.2): IsSorted@b\ Z2D
          By (H2.1)  and by the  proposition  "elements  in  concatenation"  we know that  b<a

(H2.3).

          By  (H2.3),  (H2.2)  and  by  the  proposition  "Sorting  II"  we  obtain  that

IsSorted@b\ Z2D is true.

          

So, we obtain that a>b î G@a\Y1, b\Y2D = b\ Z2 (&&&&)

  

                By  (†),  (††),  (†††),  (&&&),  (&&&&)  and  by  the  transformation  rules

HZ1öG@Y1, b\ Y2D, Z2öG@a\ Y1, Y2D)  we obtain the algorithm for G:

                

                "
a,b,A,B

G@X\, X\D = X\

G@Ha\Y1L, X\D = a\Y1

G@X\, b\Y2D = b\Y2

G@a\Y1, b\Y2D = ∂ a\G@Y1, b\Y2Dí a £ b

b\G@a\Y1, Y2D otherwise

                                                                          

                So, by the transformation rules (Y1öM[LP[X]], Y2öM[RP[X]]) we obtain the

final algorithm for sorting:      
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                                          "
a,X

M@X\D = X\

M@a\ X\D = a\ X\

M@XD = G@M@LP@XDD, M@RP@XDDD

               

               The algorithm for G corresponds to "Merge" that combines the parts of a tuple

and the algorithm M is the algorithm for "Merge-Sort".
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Chapter 4
Synthesis of Sorting Algorithms on
Tuples-the case when we find the witness

4.1 Description of the method

In this section we give a general description of our approach.
We start from the specification of the problem (input and output condition). Given

the Problem Specification:
Input: IF [X]
Output: OF [X,Y ]

find the definition of F such that ∀
X:IF

OF [X, F [X]]. Note that in our formalism we use

square brackets as in f [x] for function application and for predicate application, instead
of the usual round parantheses as in f(x). Also, the quantified formula above is a
notation for: (∀X)(IF [X] =⇒ OF [X, F [X]]).

We prove ∀
X:IF

∃
Y
OF [X, Y ], either directly or using an induction principle (the choice

of the proof style and of the induction principle is not automatic).
Direct proof. We take X0 arbitrary but fixed (a new constant), we assume IF [X0]

and by proof we find a witness T [X0] (a term depending on X0) such that OF [X0, T [X0]].
In this case, the algorithm is F [X] = T [X].

Inductive proof. Let us consider for illustration the head-tail inductive definition
of tuples. In our notation, 〈〉 represents the empty tuple, a ^ 〈〉 is a tuple having a
single element a, and a ^ X is the tuple having head a and tail X. Complementary
to this inductive definition, we consider that the functions Head and Tail are in the
knowledge base. Moreover, in order for this induction scheme to be appropriate for our
algorithm, one must have the properties: IF [〈〉], and ∀

a
∀
X

IF [a ^ X] ⇒ IF [X]. (That is:

the input condition must hold for the base case and for the inductive decomposition of
the argument.)

Base case: We prove ∃
Y
OF [〈〉, Y ]. If the proof succeeds to find a ground term C such
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that OF [〈〉, C], then we know that F [〈〉] = C.
Induction step: For arbitrary but fixed a and X0 (satisfying IF ), we assume ∃

Y
OF [X0, Y ]

and we prove ∃
Y
OF [a ^ X0, Y ]. We Skolemize the assumption by introducing a new con-

stant Y0 for the existential Y . If the proof succeeds to find a witness T [a, X0, Y0] (term
depending on a, X0, and Y0) such that OF [a ^ X0, T [a, X0, Y0]], then we know that
F [a ^ X] = T [a, X, F [X].

Algorithm extraction: Finally the algorithm is expressed as:

F [X] =
{

C, ifX = 〈〉
T [Head[X], Tail[X], F [Tail[X]], ifX 6= 〈〉

Cascading. Assume that in the induction step above the prover cannot find a witness.
The we can create the following new problem: “Given a, X, Y such that IF [X] and
O[X, Y ], find a Z such that OF [a ^ X, Z].” That is, if we cannot find an appropriate
term, we try to synthesize (by a possibly different induction principle) a new function
G[a, X, Y ] which does the job. Syntactically this new problem looks more complicated,
however it is logically simpler, because the arguments fulfill more conditions, while the
output requirement is the same as before. As we will demonstrate below, this cascading
principle can be repeated, and the problem will be reduced into smaller and smaller
problems until the necessary functions are already in the knowledge base.

During the proof we discover propositions that we need for the proof in order to suc-
ceed. We prove these propositions and after that introduce them into the knowledge
and use them in the proof. We will not go into details in this paper for the process of
inventing propositions. We just remark that by adding propositions to the knowledge
base we explore the theory. Thus the process of proving is paralleled to the process of ex-
ploring (building) the theory, and the case study presented here increases our experience
in developing a reasonable theory of tuples for further practical applications.
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4.2 Synthesis of INSERTION SORT (2)

4.2.1 Case when we know the function "Insertion"

We know the definitions "º", "dfo", "0", "IsSorted", see Appendix. 

The theory contains also the definition "Insertion":

DefinitionB"Insertion", any@a, b, XD,
Insertion@a, X\D = Xa\

Ha § bLï HInsertion@a, b\XD = a\ Hb\XLL
Ha > bLï HInsertion@a, b\XD = b\ Insertion@a, XDL

F

Specification: 

             IInsertSort@X D : True
OInsertSort@X , Y D : X º Y

IsSorted@Y D
PropositionB"problem InsertionSort",

"
X

$
Y
P@X, YDF

where

P@X, YD : X º Y

IsSorted@YD
We prove the proposition "problem InsertionSort" by induction over X.

We use the induction principle:

P@X\DÌ "
a,X

HP@X DïP@a\ X DL
ï"

X

P@X D
The induction principle is in second order logic, but by instantiation it becomes first order.

Base case: X=X\

       Prove $
Y
P@X\, Y D : $

Y

X\ º Y

IsSorted@Y D   (G1)

          Find witness Y ? such that 
X\ º Y ? HG1 .1L
IsSortedAY ?E HG1 .2L

         (G1.1)  By  matching  X\ºX\  from  the  definition  "º"  with  X\ º Y ?   we  find  witness

Y ?=X\.
X\
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X\ X\
X\
         We check for (G1.2):  IsSorted[X\] is true by definition "IsSorted".  
          So, we obtain �[X\]=X\.     (*)
       

 Induction Step: 

          Assume: P@X0, Y0D : X0 º Y0 HH1 .1L
IsSorted@Y0D HH1 .2L and

          Prove: $
Y
P@a\ X0, Y D : a\ X0 º Y

IsSorted@Y D  (G)

          Find witness Y ? such that: 
a\ X0 º Y ? HG2L

IsSortedAY ?E HG2 .3L

          By definition  "º" we obtain: 

a 0 Y ? HG2 .1L
X0 º dfoAa, Y ?E HG2 .2L
IsSortedAY ?E HG2 .3L

Theory must contain the propositions:

PropositionB"IsElem in Insertion", "
a,X

Ha 0 Insertion@a, XDLF

PropositionB"The same elements in Insertion", "
a,X,Y

HHX º YLï HX º dfo@a, Insertion@a, YDDLLF

PropositionB"Sorting using Insertion", "
a,X

HIsSorted@XDï IsSorted@Insertion@a, XDDLF

We instantiate proposition "IsElem in Insertion" and we obtain: 

   a 0 Insertion[a, X0] (H2.1).

By matching (H2.1) with (G2.1) we find witness Y ?=Insertion[a, Y0].

Check for (G2.2): 

               X0 º dfo@a, Insertion@a, Y0DD .
     We instantiate "The same elements in Insertion" and we have: 

        (X0 º Y0)ï(X0 º dfo[a, Insertion[a, Y0]])  (H2.2)

By (H2.2), (H1.1), by Modus Ponens we know:

      X0 º dfo[a, Insertion[a, Y0]] (H2.3) that is the same with (G2.2).

      

 Check for (G2.3):

                 IsSorted@Insertion@a, Y0DD
      Instantiate "Sorting using Insertion" and we know: 

            IsSorted[Y0]ïIsSorted[Insertion[a, Y0]]  (H2.4)

 By (H2.4), (H1.2), by Modus Ponens we obtain:
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            IsSorted[Insertion[a, Y0]] that is the same with (G2.3).

 Because we know the definition "Insertion" we do matching and obtain:

 �[a\X0D = Insertion@a, Y0D (**)
 

 By  (*),  (**)  and  by  the  transformation  rules  X0öX , Y0ö�@X D  we  extract  the  algo-
rithm:

              "
a,X

∂ �@X\D = X\

�@a\ XD = Insertion@a, �@XDD

4.2.2
Case when we do not know the function "Insertion" and we 

synthetize it

We know the definitions: "º", "dfo", "0", "IsSorted", see Appendix.

We write X as an element a added to a tuple T. The input condition is extended by adding

that T is sorted and the requirement for the output remains the same.

Reduced Problem 1:

Specification:  (X: a,T)

         IIns@a, TD : IsSorted[T]
       OIns@a, T , Y D : a\ T º Y

IsSorted@Y D
       Generate the conjecture:

PropositionB"reduced problem Insertion",

"
a,T

KIsSorted@TDï$
Y
HHa\T º YL Ï IsSorted@YDLOF

 Prove the proposition "reduced problem Insertion" by induction over T:   

 We use the Induction Principle Head/Tail (Decomposition):

 P@X\DÌ "
b,T

HP@TDïP@b\ TDL ï"
T

P@TD 
 We take a arbitrary, but fixed and we prove:

 

 Base case: T=X\

           Prove $
Y

a\ X\ º Y

IsSorted@Y D   (G*3)
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X\

X\
@ D

           Find witness Y ? such that 
a\ X\ º Y ? HG3 .1L
IsSortedAY ?E HG3 .2L  

                   Theory must contain the proposition:

PropositionB"reflexivity in º", "
X

HX º XLF

           We use the proposition "reflexivity in º" and by matching with (G3.1) we find 

witness Y ? = a\ X\.
           Check for (G3.2): IsSorted[a\X\]. This is true by the definition "IsSorted". 
           So, we obtain Ins[a, X\] = a \ X\. (*)
Induction Step: T: b\T

            Assume:  IsSorted[T]ï$
Y

a\ T º Y

IsSorted@Y D     (H*4)

            Prove: IsSorted[b\T]ï $
Y

a\ Hb\ TL º Y

IsSorted@Y D     (G*4)

            For proving (G*4) we assume IsSorted[b\T] (H4) and

            prove:  $
Y

a\ Hb\ TL º Y

IsSorted@Y D  (G4)

                  By (H4) and "property of sort" we obtain IsSorted[T] (H5).

                  From (H5), (H*4), by Modus Ponens we know: $
Y

a\ T º Y

IsSorted@Y D  (H6)
                  In (H6), by Skolem we obtain:

                      
a\ T º Y0 HH6 .1L
IsSorted@Y0D HH6 .2L

                   By the definition of "º" we rewrite (H6.1) into:

                       

a 0 Y0 HH7 .1L
T º dfo@a, Y0D HH7 .2L
IsSorted@Y0D HH6 .2L

            Prove (G4): 

            Find witness Y ? such that 
a\ Hb\ TL º Y ? HG4 .1L
IsSortedAY ?E HG4 .2L   

            

            Alternative I:

              Using proposition "reflexivity in º"  we do matching in (G4.1)  and obtain wit-

ness: 

              Y ? = a\ Hb\ TL.
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H L
                 Check in (G4.2): IsSorted[a\(b\T)].

                 By definition "IsSorted" we have to prove:

                 (a§b) fl IsSorted[b\T].
                 IsSorted[b\T] is true by H4.

                 So, (a§b)ï Y ? = a\ Hb\ TL   and we obtain:
                               Ins[a,b\T]=a\(b\T) iff a§b.     (**)

                               

                               

            Alternative II: 

                By IsSorted@Y0]    (H6.2),  a  0  Y0    (H7.1)  and by  ¬(a§b)  (from proposition

"order") and if we consider that a is the smallest element from Y0 then we can use the property

"Sorting II" and we obtain that IsSorted@b\ Y0D (H5).
                We do matching of (H5) with (G4.2) and we obtain witness Y ? = b\ Y0.

                   Check in (G4.1):  a\(b\T)ºb\ Y0.

                     By the definition "º" we rewrite this into: 

                            a 0 b\ Y0      (G4.12)

                            b\ T º dfo@a, b\ Y0D     (G4.13)
                     By the proposition "order" we know that a∫b (H5.1)

                     By the definition "dfo"  and by (H5.1) we rewrite (G4.13) into:

                            b\ T º b\ dfo@a, Y0D     (G4.14)
                     So, we have to prove:

                          
a 0 b\ Y0 HG4 .12L
b\ T º b\ dfo@a, Y0D HG4 .14L       

                           

               Theory must contain the proposition:

PropositionB"order", "
a,b

HŸ Ha § bLLï Ha > bL
a > bïa ∫ b

F

PropositionB"dfo º", "
a,T,X

HHa\T º a\XLï HT ºXLLF

               Prove (G4.14) By proposition "dfo º"  we have to prove: 

                      T º dfo@a, Y0]  that is true by (H7.2).
                      

                Prove (G4.12):  a 0 b\ Y0

                By definition "0" and by (H5.1)  we obtain a 0 Y0 that is true by (H7.1).
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                So, our witness is correct: Y ? = b\ Y0.                

                So, we obtain  Ins[a,b\T]=b\Y0    iff   a>b.    (***)

                Theory must contain the propositions:              

PropositionB"Sorting II", "
a,b,X

HHIsSorted@b\XD Ï Hb 0 Hb\XLL Ï Ha § bLLï IsSorted@a\ Hb\XLDLF

PropositionB"property of sort", "
a,X

HIsSorted@a\XDï IsSorted@XDLF

From (*), (**), (***) and by the transformation rules Y0öIns[a, T], TöX 

              we obtain the algorithm:

              "
a,b,X

Ins@a, X\D = a\ X\

Ins@a, b\ XD= ∂ a\ Hb\ XL , a £ b

b\ Ins@a, XD , a > b

4.3 Synthesis of MERGE-SORT(2)

We know the definitions: "º", "dfo", "0", "IsSorted", "concatenation", see Appendix.

               

            Problem  Specification:

                IMSort@X D : True
                OMSort@X , Y D : X º Y

IsSorted@Y D
We start to prove the proposition:     

PropositionB"problem MergeSortH2L",
"
X

$
Y

X ºY

IsSorted@YD F

It  is  sufficient  to  prove  the  proposition  "problem  MergeSort(2)"  because  we  do  not  take

into account the type of the objects. We consider that all the objects are tuples and the fact that

we do not check the type of the objects does not influence our proof.

For proving we use the induction principle:

(P[X\] fl "
a
P@a\ X\D fl 

"
A,B

HHP@AD Ï P@BDLïP@A ^ BDL)
ï "

A,B

P@A ^ BD
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The induction principle corresponds to the "divide-and-conquer" algorithm design scheme.

We  assume  that  this  comes  together  with  two  functions  LP  (LeftParts)  and  RP  (RightParts)

which  split  a  tuple  into  two disjoint  tuples.  Of course  there  can be  many such functions,  but

the choice is not important for this synthesis process. It may be important for the efficiency in

certain environments.

Case 1: X=X\

   Prove $
Y

X\ º Y

IsSorted@Y D   (G1)

   Find witness Y ? such that 
X\ º Y ? HG1 .1L
IsSortedAY ?E HG1 .2L

   By matching X\ºX\ (from the definition "º") with X\ º Y? we obtain Y? = X\.
          So, we obtain M[X\]=X\. (*)

   Check for (G1.2): IsSorted[X\]. This is true by the definition of "IsSorted".
Case 2: X=a\X\

  Prove  $
Y

a\ X\ º Y

IsSorted@Y D   (G2)

   Find witness Y ? such that 
a\ X\ º Y ? HG2 .1L
IsSortedAY ?E HG2 .2L

   We do matching with proposition "reflexivity in º" and we find witness Y ? = a\ X\.
   Check for (G2.2): IsSorted[a\X\]. This is true by definition "IsSorted".
        So, we obtain M[a\X\]=a\X\. (**)

Case 3: X=A^B

Prove: $
Y1

A º Y1

IsSorted@Y1D Ì $
Y2

B º Y2

IsSorted@Y2D ï$
Y

HA ^ BL º Y

IsSorted@Y D     

For proving this we assume: $
Y1

A º Y1

IsSorted@Y1D Ì $
Y2

B º Y2

IsSorted@Y2D
By Skolem,

       Assume: 
A º Y1 HH1 .1L
IsSorted@Y1D HH1 .2L   and 

B º Y2 HH1 .3L
IsSorted@Y2D HH1 .4L   and

Prove: $
Y

HA ^ BL º Y

IsSorted@Y D    (G3)

   Find witness Y ? such that 
HA ^ BL º Y ? HG3 .1L
IsSortedAY ?E HG3 .2L

   From (H1.1), (H1.2), (H1.3), (H1.4) we induce that our witness is a function depending
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on A, B, Y1, Y2.

   The function F that combines two sorted tuples may or may not be in the knowledge base.

4.3.1 Case when we know the function F

When we have the definition "Combine the parts of a tuple":

DefinitionB"Combine the parts of a tuple", any@a, b, X, YD,
F@X\, X\D = X\

F@a\X, X\D = a\X

F@X\, b\YD = b\Y

F@a\X, b\YD = Ì: a\F@X, b\YDìa § b

b\F@a\X, YDìotherwise
>
F

we match the  definition  and obtain  our  witness  Y ? = F@Y1, Y2D  which satisfies  the  condi-
tions that F@Y1, Y2D º Y1 ^ Y2 and IsSorted[F@Y1, Y2D].

It is reasonable that if the definition of F is in the knowledge base, then these properties are

also  on  the  knowledge  base,  because  they  are  actually  the  reason  why  such  a  function  is

present.

Thus, we obtain M[A ^ B]=F@Y1, Y2D (***)
So,  by  (*),  (**),  (***)   and  by  the  transformation  rules  A^BöX,  AöLP[X],  Bö

RP[X], Y1öM[LP[X]], Y2öM[RP[X]] we obtain the algorithm:

                               "
a,X

M @X\D = X\

M @Xa\D = a\ X\

M @XD = F@M @LP@XDD, M @RP@XDDD

where  LP[X]  stands  for  the  left  part  of  X,  RP[X]  stands  for  the  right  part  of  X  and  we

know these 

functions.

Theory must contain:

DefinitionB"Left part of a tuple", any@a, b, XD,
HLP@X\D = X\L
LP@Xa\D = Xa\

LP@a\ Hb\XLD = a\LP@XD
F

DefinitionB"Right part of a tuple", any@a, b, XD,
RP@X\D = X\
RP@Xa\D = Xa\

RP@a\ Hb\XLD = b\RP@XD
F
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4.3.2. Case when we do not know the function F and we synthetise 

it

Reduced Problem:

       Problem specification: 

     IFMSort@Y1, Y2D : IsSorted[Y1], IsSorted[Y2]         

     OFMSort@Y1, Y2, Y D : HY1 ^ Y2L º Y

IsSorted@Y D  

The  problem become simpler because  there are  more assumptions about the  input  and for

the output we have the same requirement.

We start to prove the proposition:

PropositionB"reduced problem MergeSortH2L",
"

Y1 ,Y2

IsSorted@Y1D
IsSorted@Y2D ï$

Y

HY1 ^Y2L º Y

IsSorted@YD F

using the induction principle:

P@X\, X\D Ì "
a,X

HP@X , X\DïP@a\ X , X\DL Ì

"
b,Y

HP@X\, Y DïP@X\, b\ Y DLÌ

"
a,b,X ,Y

HP@X , Y DïP@a\ X , b\ Y DL

ï "
X ,Y

P@X , Y D

For proving the proposition "reduced problem MergeSort(2)" we assume: 

IsSorted@Y1D (H3) and IsSorted@Y2D (H4) and we prove $
Y

HY1 ^ Y2L º Y

IsSorted@YD     (G4)

Because we have two variables Y1 and Y2 we have 4 cases:

     1) Y1 : X\ and Y2 : X\
     2)  Y1 : a\ Y1 and Y2 : X\
     3)  Y1 : X\ and Y2 : b\ Y2

     4)  Y1 : a\ Y1 and Y2 : b\ Y2

     

         Case 1) Y1 : X\ and Y2 : X\
             Prove: $

Y

HX\ ^ X\L º Y

IsSorted@Y D    (G4.1)
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HX\ X\L
@ D

               Find Y ?  such that 
HX\ ^ X\L º Y ? HG4 .11L
IsSortedAY ?E HG4 .12L 

               By definition of "concatenation" this is 
X\ º Y ? HG4 .13L
IsSortedAY ?E HG4 .12L

               By matching X\ºX\  (from the  definition  "º")  with  X\ º Y?  we  obtain  witness

Y? = X\.
                        Thus, we obtain F[X\,X\]=X\. (†)
                Check (G4.12): IsSorted[X\]. This is true by the definition of "IsSorted".
                                          

          Case 2) Y1 : a\ Y1 and Y2 : X\
                      Assume: IsSorted@a\ Y1D (H4.2)
                      Prove: $

Y

HHa\ Y1L ^ X\L º Y

IsSorted@Y D  (G4.2)

                        Find Y ?  such that 
HHa\ Y1L ^ X\L º Y ? HG4 .21L
IsSortedAY ?E HG4 .22L

                        By definition of "concatenation" this is 
Ha\ Y1L º Y ? HG4 .23L
IsSortedAY ?E HG4 .22L

                       By proposition "reflexivity in º" in (G4.23) we obtain witness Y ? = a\ Y1.

                           So, we have F[a\Y1, X\]=a\Y1.  (††)
                        Check for (G4.22): IsSorted[a\Y1]. This is true by (H4.2).

                 Theory must contain the proposition:

PropositionB"reflexivity in º", "
X

HX º XLF
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Case 3L Y1 : X\ and Y2 : b\ Y2

Assume : IsSorted@b\ Y2D HH4 .3L
Prove : $

Y

HX\ ^ Hb\ Y2LL º Y

IsSorted@Y D HG4 .3L

Find witness Y? such that
HX\ ^ Hb\ Y2LL º Y ? HG4 .31L
IsSortedAY ?E HG4 .32L

By definition of "concatenation" this is
Hb\ Y2L º Y ? HG4 .33L
IsSortedAY ?E HG4 .32L

By property " reflexivity in º " in HG4 .33Lwe find witness Y? = b\Y2.

So, we have F@b\ Y2, X\D= b\ Y2.H††† L
Check for HG4 .32L : IsSorted@b\ Y2D. This is true by HH4 .3L.

     Case 4) Y1 : a\ Y1 and Y2 : b\ Y2

                 Assume: IsSorted@a\ Y1D (H4.41) and IsSorted@a\ Y2D (H4.42)
                 Prove: $

Y

HHa\ Y1L ^ Hb\ Y2LL º Y

IsSorted@Y D HG5L
           We  consider  that  Ha\ Y1L ^ Y2  and  Y1 ^ Hb\ Y2L  are  smaller  than

Ha\ Y1L ^ Hb\ Y2L and for proving (G5) we use the induction principle:
           "

a,b,Y1,Y2

HP@Ha\ Y1L ^ Y2D Ï P@Y1 ^ Hb\ Y2LDLï "
a,b,Y1,Y2

P@Ha\ Y1L ^ Hb\ Y2LD
                 We reduce our problem into proving the proposition:                 

PropositionB"reduced problem Merge 2.1",

"
Y1 ,Y2

"
a,b

$
Z1

HY1 ^ Hb\Y2LL º Z1

IsSorted@Z1D Ì $
Z2

HHa\Y1L ^Y2L º Z2

IsSorted@Z2D ï$
Z

HHa\Y1L ^ Hb\Y2LL º Z

IsSorted@ZD F

Again, by reducing the problem into a simpler problem and by applying the same method

we add asumptions to the input. So, the problem is simpler and the knowledge is extended.

   For proving this we assume:

    $
Z1

HY1 ^ Hb\Y2LL º Z1

IsSorted@Z1D  (H5)   and      $
Z2

HHa\Y1L ^ Y2L º Z2

IsSorted@Z2D  (H6)  and

    Prove: $
Z

HHa\ Y1L ^ Hb\ Y2LL º Z

IsSorted@ZD  (G5)

    In (H5) and (H6) by Skolem we know:

        
HY1 ^ Hb\Y2LL º Z1 HH5 .1L
IsSorted@Z1D HH5 .2L    and   

HHa\Y1L ^ Y2L º Z2 HH6 .1L
IsSorted@Z2D HH6 .2L
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H H LL H L
@ D H L

HH L L H L
@ D H L

   Find witness Z? such that 
HHa\ Y1L ^ Hb\ Y2LL º Z? HG5L
IsSortedAZ?E HG6L

   Alternative 1:

        Using  the  definition  "concatenation"  in  (G5)  we  obtain  a\ HY1 ^ Hb\Y2LL º Z?

(G5.1)

        By (H5.1) and by matching with the proposition "reflexivity in º" we obtain 

        Z? =a\ HY1 ^ Hb\Y2LL (G5.2), and by (H5.1) we obtain the witness:
        Z? = a\ Z1 (ë)

        Check for (G6): IsSorted@a\ Z1D
        By the proposition "element in concatenation"  and by (H5.1) we obtain that  b 0 Z1

(H5.3).

        By (H5.3), (H5.2) iff a§b and if we consider that b is the smallest element from the

sorted tuple Z1 then we can use the proposition "Sorting II" and obtain that

         IsSorted@a\ Z1D is true, that was our goal.
So, we obtain: a £ bîZ? = a\ Z1 and F@a\Y1, b\Y2D = a\ Z1 (††††) 

        Theory must contain the proposition:

PropositionB"element in concatenation",

"
a,A,B,C

HHA ^ Ha\BLL º CLï Ha 0 CL
HHHa\AL ^ BL º CLï Ha 0 CL F

PropositionB"Sorting II", "
a,b,X

HHIsSorted@b\XD Ï Hb 0 Hb\XLL Ï Ha § bLLï IsSorted@a\ Hb\XLDLF

  Alternative 2:

We match the proposition "reflexivity in º" with (G5) and obtain the witness:

Z? = Ha\Y1L ^ Hb\Y2L.    
Using the proposition "the same elements in concatenation" we obtain 

Z? = b\ HHa\ Y1L ^ Y2L.
By (H6.1) we obtain the witness: Z? = b\ Z2 (ëë)

Check for (G6): IsSorted@a\ Z2D
        By the proposition "element in concatenation"  and by (H6.1) we obtain that  a 0 Z2

(H6.3).

        By (H6.3), (H6.2) iff b<a (using proposition "order") and if we consider that a is the

smallest element from Z2 then we can use the proposition "Sorting II" and obtain that 

        IsSorted@b\ Z2D is true, that was our goal.
So, we obtain: b < aîZ? = b\ Z2 and F@a\Y1, b\Y2D = b\ Z2 (†††††) 

Theory must contain the propositions:       
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PropositionB"the same elements in concatenation",

"
a,X,Y

HX ^ Ha\YL º a\ HX ^ YLLF

PropositionB"order", "
a,b

HŸ Ha § bLLï Hb  aL
Hb  aLï Hb ∫ aL F

  From  (†),  (††),  (†††),  (††††)  and  (†††††),  by  the  transformation  rules

HZ1öF@Y1, b\ Y2D, Z2öF@a\ Y1, Y2D) we obtain the algorithm:

                                         "
a,b,Y1,Y2

F@X\, X\D = X\
F@a\ Y1, X\D = a\ Y1

F@X\, b\ Y2D = b\ Y2

F@a\ Y1, b\ Y2D = a\ F@Y1, b\ Y2D, a § b

b\ F@a\ Y1, Y2D, otherwise
              And by (*), (**), (***) and by the transformation rules: 

              Y1öM[LP[X]],  Y2öM[RP[X]], Y1 ^ Y2öX 

              we obtain the algorithm for sorting:      

                                          

M@X\D = X\

M@a\ X\D = a\ X\

M@XD = F@M@LP@XDD, M@RP@XDDD

               

               The algorithm for F corresponds to "Merge" that combines the sorted parts of a

tuple and the algorithm M is the algorithm for "Merge-Sort".

             Note how by successive transformations of the problem we are able to reduce it to

find  witnesses  which  contain  only  elementary  predicates  and  functions  on  tuples  and  on

elements.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future work

We presented in this paper some experiments on synthesis of some sorting algorithms
for tuples. We gave a short introduction of theory exploration and algorithm synthesis.
In chapter 3 we presented in general the method that we use in order to synthesize the
sorting algorithms (insertion-sort and merge-sort) and the experiments on the sorting
algorithms in the case when we guess the witness.

In chapter 4 we presented in general the method that we use for synthesize the sorting
algorithms (insertion-sort and merge-sort) and the experiments on the sorting algorithms
in the case when we find the witness. These experiments from chapter 3 and from chapter
4 are paralleled with building the appropriate theory of tuples.

In our approach the problem was reduced into simpler and simpler problems and we
applied the same method like in a ”cascade”. During the proof we introduce in the
knowledge base the propositions that we need to continue the proof, in this way the
process of proving is paralleled to the process of theory exploration.

The algorithm synthesis method presented here and the underlying proof methods
are subject to implementation in the Theorema system. These case studies show that
this method is effective and relatively efficient – the efficiency depends of course on the
strength of the proof methods.

We plan to extend this work by investigating further algorithms in a similar way (like
e. g. quick-sort).

The investigation of all these cases can constitute the basis of realizing a comprehensive
theory of tuples, as well as a prover which is able to synthesize most of the algorithms,
as well as to prove most of the conjectures. The work can then proceed in the direction
of designing strategies for finding appropriate induction principles in the course of the
synthesis process.
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Appendix

By convention in this paper the definitions are written in the Theorema system.
The Knowledge Base contain:

Definition
[
"concatenation", any[a, X, Y ],

〈〉 � X = X
(a ^ X) � Y = a ^ (X � Y )

]

Definition
[
" / ", any[a, b,X],

a 6 〈〉
a / a ^ X

(a 6= b) =⇒ ((a / b ^ X)⇐⇒ (a / X))


Definition

[
"dfo", any[a, b,X],

dfo[a, 〈〉] = 〈〉
dfo[a, a ^ X] = X

(a 6= b) =⇒ (dfo[a, b ^ X] = b ^ dfo[a, X])


Definition

[
" ≈ ", any[a, X, Y ],

〈〉 ≈ 〈〉
((a ^ X) ≈ Y )⇐⇒ ((a / Y ) ∧X ≈ dfo[a, Y ])

]

Definition
[
"IsSorted", any[a, b,X],

IsSorted[〈〉]
IsSorted[a ^ 〈〉]

IsSorted[a ^ (b ^ X)]⇐⇒ ((a ≤ b) ∧ IsSorted[b ^ X])
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